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Personalized Stamps


We offer a full range of self-inking rubber stamps, customized to suit your personal needs. The Trodat range offers a selection of personalized stamps that can be used for both office and personal use. In our online customization tool you can...

learn more
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Standard Stamps


There are many standard stamps available in the Trodat range. Choose from the range of Printy or Professional line stamps that best suits your needs, either a standard word or phrase stamp, a date stamp or a numberer all supplied with a selection...

learn more
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Special Stamps


There are many popular standardised applications for stamps, for many people for many different purposes. Featured in this section are some of the more popular standard applications with stamps packaged ready for you to buy. Choose stamp models...

learn more
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Ink Cartridges


All Trodat self-inking rubber stamps have an integral stamp pad (ink cartridge) that can be easily replaced when your stamp is no longer creating a crisp impression. Once your imprint starts to lose its sharpness, simply swap with a Trodat...

learn more
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Seals & Embossing Presses


Trodat Ideal Seals impress with their exclusive and modern design, the low effort required to obtain a consistent imprint quality and can also be used as universal desk and pocket seal presses. Trodat Ideal Seals & Embossers create a...

learn more
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Accessories


Trodat's stamp inks are developed for the modern stamp market's most varied demands. They offer optimal long-term stamp and ink life, contour sharpness, and guarantee impressions which will last for decades. Stamp inks for reinking the hand...

learn more
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Signs & Badges


Personalized name badges and signs for use by customer facing staff in restaurants, pubs, hotels, coffee shops, airports, to display name and the company logo to leave a lasting and professional impression on your customers. We can manufacture in...
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Brands


getstamps.ca has a wide range of stamp products like customized stamps, stock stamps and stamp accessories. We focus on providing best service for the leading brands within the office product industry. Therefore, we sell many international brands...

learn more
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Ink Cartridges



All Trodat self-inking rubber stamps have an integral stamp pad (ink cartridge) that can be easily replaced when your stamp is no longer creating a crisp impression. Once your imprint starts to lose its sharpness, simply swap with a Trodat replacement ink pad to make your stamp as good as new. Trodat ink cartridges and ink pads are available in the standard colors of black, blue, red, green, violet and for daters/numberers in blue/red. The ink in the cartridges is manufactured with a water base, and does not contain any toxic substances, acid, formaldehyde, or heavy metals. The ink in Trodat ink cartridges is hygroscopic: it regulates itself by absorbing moisture from the air, therefore it does not dry, and allows prolonged usage over extended periods of time.
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4911 - pack of 3




$24.65



$8.22
1 Piece(s)
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4913 - pack of 3




From
$28.30



$9.43
1 Piece(s)
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4915 - pack of 3




$37.63



$12.54
1 Piece(s)
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4921 - pack of 3




$28.30



$9.43
1 Piece(s)
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4750 - pack of 3




$33.22



$11.07
1 Piece(s)
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4817 - pack of 3




$34.79



$11.60
1 Piece(s)
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/50 - pack of 3




$30.37



$10.12
1 Piece(s)
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/56 - pack of 3




From
$44.12



$14.71
1 Piece(s)
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/50 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$30.37



$10.12
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4910 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$24.15



$8.05
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4911 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$24.65



$8.22
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4911 Textile Ink - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$43.34



$14.45
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4912 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$25.78



$8.59
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4913 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





From
$28.30



$9.43
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4914 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$37.63



$12.54
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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 Remember
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4915 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$37.63



$12.54
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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 Remember
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4916 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$41.27



$13.76
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4817 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$34.79



$11.60
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/4918 - pack of 3


rectangular





From
$37.63




Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Trodat Replacement Ink Cartridge 6/53 - pack of 3


3 Piece(s)
rectangular





$34.79



$11.60
1 Piece(s)



Prices exclude sales taxes and shipping costs
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Keep your Hands Clean

Trodat Ink Cartridges are designed to be removed and replaced easily and keep you fingers away from the ink.  Some pads feature small grips on the side, or an easy to grab handle, allowing you to pull the ink cartridge from the unit quickly and cleanly.

No Mess and the Right Amount of Ink 

While some customers prefer to use bottles of ink to recharge their ink cartridges, the cleaner option is to use Trodat Ink Cartridges.  No risk of spilling a bottle of ink on your desk or your clothes.  And Trodat Ink Cartridges are filled and weighed to the precise amount needed for the best possible impression.  Too much ink can cause an impression to appear blurry or splotchy, while not enough will result in an uneven, faded appearance.

Order your Ink Cartridges from Getstamps.ca today!
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MAIL US!



Support by email:

[email protected]






 +1 905-604-7500


Telephone support

and customer service:

Monday to Friday: 9 am – 5 pm EST







 FAQ & HELP


Here you will find answers

to the most frequently asked questions

from our customers.







 REVIEWS


Reviewed by customers for customers. 

Awarded the eKomi Gold Seal of Approval!
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* All prices displayed are exclusive of Canadian sales taxes as marked. Final charges are displayed at the checkout page.






Subscribe to the free getstamps.ca newsletter and ensure that you will no longer miss any of our getstamps.ca offers or news.
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